Charlottesville Homes for Sale: Pet-Friendly or Not?
“Pet-Friendly” is a term that used to be confined to the Charlottesville Homes for Rent ads
and a few open-minded hotel chains. Given the 84+ million American households which now
include pets as family members, Charlottesville homeowners who plan on listing their property
anytime soon might include those animal census numbers in their thinking.
There may not yet be an official “Pet-Friendly Home” seal with stringent qualifying
requirements, but it might not be such a bad idea. What research there indicates is that most
prospective home buyers don’t at first concentrate on their animals’ needs—yet when you add
the 36% of dog-owning households to the 30% of cat owners, there’s a high probability that
more than a few of potential buyers will be sizing up your property with Fido or Fluffball in
mind.
The qualities that make your Charlottesville home pet-friendly or not begin with
landscaping. The ASPCA considers “petscaping” a high priority, so well-maintained traditional
or invisible fencing is a good place to start. If you have succeeded in gardening without
pesticides, pointing out its organic character will be another plus.
The ASPCA also offers an online database of toxic and non-toxic plants. If your petfriendly home includes a thoroughly pet-safe yard, it will be worth noting in marketing materials.
Pet-friendly homes are now including some technological advances, too. In addition to
various automatic self-replenishing water bowl schemes, there are a variety of pet doors that only
open for animals wearing a properly coded transmitter collar.
It’s only fair to mention that the pet-friendly concept can be taken to extremes. Open air
cat walks with climbing steps and cat doors into every room might appeal to kitty fanciers, but
even they might find the weirdness factor a negative. Along those lines is a proposed PetFriendly House Project. Its Gofundme page proposes a “dogs room” complete with 12-inch high
bed, open-sided toy closet (the illustrations show a LOT of toys), pet-safe flooring, and a bigscreen TV “for watching their favorite characters.” The Pet-Friendly House’s mudroom has a
walk-in doggie shower which, come to think of it, is not a bad idea.
I’m a lover of all four legged family members! When the time nears to list your own
Charlottesville home, I hope you’ll give me a call to discuss a dynamic, effective marketing
plan—pet-friendly or not!
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Born and raised in the Shenandoah Valley of Central Virginia, I love everything outdoors. Most of my free time is
spent hiking, rock climbing, playing water sports, or cooking out on the back deck with friends. As a child, my
parents built me with the core values of a southern gentleman. Trust starts with honesty and honesty builds
integrity. I’m a technology guru! One of my favorite hobbies is restoring old homes in depressed neighborhoods
to meet the needs of our generation today. My mission is to build a career worth having, a business worth owning,
and a life worth living.
I'm an Accredited Buyer's Representative (ABR) with the National Association of Realtors. Which means I have
extensive training to help walk you through the home buying process from start to finish. From lenders and home
inspectors to mortgage agents and closing companies, together we will find the best home for your family's needs!
As an e-PRO®, I can show your home to over 500 million visitors today. And you don't even need to vacuum! Curb
appeal isn't just about looking good from the street. It's about looking good from the digital highway!
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